About Intellipaat
Intellipaat is a global online professional training provider. We are

offering some of the most updated, industry-designed certification
training programs in the domains of Big Data, Data Science & AI,
Business Intelligence, Cloud, Blockchain, Database, Programming,

Testing, SAP and 150 more technologies.
We help professionals make the right career decisions, choose the
trainers with over a decade of industry experience, provide extensive

hands-on projects, rigorously evaluate learner progress and offer
industry-recognized certifications. We also assist corporate clients to
upskill their workforce and keep them in sync with the changing

technology and digital landscape.
www.intellipaat.com
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About The Course
Intellipaat’s RPA master’s training course will make you an expert in
numerous aspects of RPA including RPA tools, RPA components, UI
Automation, Workflow and Citrix Manipulation, automating and

orchestrating tasks, and many more. To further revamp your
understanding of RPA and help you implement the insights you

collected, this master’s course includes the concepts of AWS
Developer, Automation Anywhere, and Python. In this program, thus,
we will cover 4 different courses, and we will also provide 21 handson assignments and projects.

Exercise and project
work

Instructor Led Training
96 Hrs of highly
interactive instructor led
training

Self-Paced Training
24 Hrs of Self-Paced
sessions with Lifetime
access

Support
Lifetime 24*7
technical support
and query resolution

www.intellipaat.com

192 Hrs of real-time
projects after every
module

Lifetime Access
Lifetime access and
free upgrade to latest

version

Job Assistance
Get Certified
Get global industry
recognized
certifications

Job assistance
through 80+
corporate tie-ups

Flexi Scheduling
Attend multiple
batches for lifetime &
stay updated.
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Why take this Course?
Automation is becoming the new face of organizations – Gartner
The average salary of an RPA Professional is around US$150,000 per

year – Indeed
RPA will continue to grow and will essentially be implemented in
almost every vertical by the year 2025 – Business Insider

Hence, this RPA master’s training will help you be up and running in
the most demanding professional skills. Almost all top MNCs are
trying to automate business processes. Moreover, getting the RPA

master’s certification from Intellipaat can put you in a different
league altogether when it comes to applying for the most lucrative
automation jobs.
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Automation Anywhere
Training
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RPA Training
Learning Objective
This course will help you to learn DevOps and master various aspects of software
development,

operations,

continuous

integration,

continuous

delivery,

automated build, test and deployment. In this best DevOps online training

course, you will learn DevOps tools like Git, Puppet, Jenkins, SVN, Maven,
Docker, Ansible, Nagios and more. DevOps jobs are among the most soughtafter and best paying jobs in the industry. Get started on this path today!

Topics


Introduction to RPA



UiPath tool for RPA



Important components of UiPath



User Interface automation



Recording with UiPath



Programming Activities Using Data Table



Workflow & Citrix manipulation



UiPath coding & debugging



Screen scraping with UiPath



Automate and Orchestrate the Task



Create a Scalable Queue Management System

www.intellipaat.com
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AWS Developer Training
Learning Objective
Intellipaat’s AWS Developer Certification Training is specially curated by industry

experts to help you prepare for the new AWS Certified Developer - Associate
(CDA) 2019 Exam. You will gain comprehensive knowledge on AWS concepts,
Python, PHP coding to work in AWS environment, data redundancy, load
balancing, EC2, building APIs using API Gateway, Monitoring with X-Ray and

CloudWatch, Auto Scaling, IAM, and CloudFormation. You will also work on realtime projects and assignments which has huge impact on real-world industry
scenarios, thus helping you fast-track your career effortlessly. As a part of this
online classroom training, you will receive a complimentary Python training
course.

Online Course Topics

Self Paced Course Topics



Introduction to Cloud Computing & AWS



Architecting AWS – whitepaper



Database services



AWS Architect Questions



Object Storage



DevOps on AWS



Autoscaling and load balancing



AWS Migration



Virtual Private Cloud



AWS Security



Application services, AWS Lambda and CLI



IAM and monitoring



Configuration management and
automation



Monitoring and Troubleshooting



CI/CD and Containerization in AWS



AWS Whitepapers
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Python Training
Learning Objective
Python certification training course online will help you master the concepts and
gain in-depth experience on writing Python code and packages like SciPy,

Matplotlib, Pandas, Scikit-Learn, NumPy, Web scraping libraries and Lambda
function. You will also learn how to write Python code for Big Data systems like
Hadoop and spark. As part of the Python certification Online course ,you will be
working on real-world projects and case studies and get hands-on experience.

Topics


Python Environment Setup and



Essentials



Python language Basic Constructs



OOP concepts in Python and

Pandas for data analysis and machine
learning



Scikit-Learn for Natural Language
Processing

database connection



Web scraping with Python



NumPy for mathematical computing



Python deployed for Hadoop



SciPy for scientific computing



Python for Apache Spark coding



Matplotlib for data visualization

www.intellipaat.com
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Self-Paced Courses
Intellipaat Automation Anywhere training is a
comprehensive course especially designed to
gain expertise in the Robotic Process Automation
domain and building software robots. This

Automation
Anywhere
Training

automation

anywhere

online

training

will

acquaint you with the fundamentals of the
Automation Anywhere Enterprise platform, the
importance

of

RPA

and

how

to

use

its

functionality to build software bots. You will also
get hands-on experience through real-time
projects and assignments which will assist you to
kick-start your career in RPA.

Project Works
Course

RPA

AWS

Python

Industry/Domain

Project

General

Designing Automation Program

General

Designing Automation Program

Customer Service

Designing Automation Program

Internet related

Deploying a Multi-tier website using AWS EC2

Internet related

Website Orchestration

Healthcare

Publishing Amazon SNS messages privately

General

Analyzing the Naming Pattern Using Python

Internet related

Python Web Scraping for Data Science

Telecommunications

Predicting Customer Churn in Telecom Company

General

Server Logs/Firewall Logs
+3 Projects in Automation Anywhere

www.intellipaat.com
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Job Assistance Program
Intellipaat is offering job assistance to all the learners who have completed the training. You

should get a minimum of 60% marks in the qualifying exam to avail job assistance.
Intellipaat has exclusive tie-ups with over 80 MNCs for placements.

Successfully ﬁnish the training

Get your resume updated

Start receiving interview calls

Intellipaat Alumni Working in Top Companies
Robin Jack
Mainframe Senior Developer at IBM
This software testing automation training is the most practical and easy way to learn
Selenium covering all topics.

David Juvan
Software Tester at Dell
I'm extremely impressed with this training session. Thanks to the instructor who was very
patient in explaining all our doubts clearly. I was concerned initially if I have made a rright
choice in picking up a right institute. But now I will definitely recommend Intellipaat for
training course

Niharika Mittal
Blockchain Developer and Testing Enthusiast at IBM
This is a great way to learn Selenium automated testing. The best part is that the entire
Selenium course is in line with the industry certification.

More Customer Reviews
www.intellipaat.com
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Our Clients

+80 Corporates
Frequently Asked Questions
Q 1. What is the criterion for availing the Intellipaat job assistance program?
Ans. All Intellipaat learners who have successfully completed the training post April 2017 are
directly eligible for the Intellipaat job assistance program.
Q 2. Which are the companies that I can get placed in?
Ans. We have exclusive tie-ups with MNCs like Ericsson, Cisco, Cognizant, Sony, Mu Sigma,
Saint-Gobain, Standard Chartered, TCS, Genpact, Hexaware, and more. So you have the
opportunity to get placed in these top global companies.
Q 3. Do I need to have prior industry experience for getting an interview call?
Ans. There is no need to have any prior industry experience for getting an interview call. In fact,
the successful completion of the Intellipaat certification training is equivalent to six months of
industry experience. This is definitely an added advantage when you are attending an interview.
Q 4. If I don’t get a job in the first attempt, can I get another chance?
Ans. Definitely, yes. Your resume will be in our database and we will circulate it to our MNC
partners until you get a job. So there is no upper limit to the number of job interviews you can
attend.
Q 5. Does Intellipaat guarantee a job through its job assistance program?
Ans. Intellipaat does not guarantee any job through the job assistance program. However, we
will definitely offer you full assistance by circulating your resume among our affiliate partners.
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